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Abstract— The Blended Wing-Body (BWB) aircraft is an 

unconventional aircraft that offers the aerodynamics 

performance advantages compared to the conventional 

aircraft. This type of aircraft has a unique design where the 

main body is blended together with the wing that gives the 

additional lift of the aircraft. In contrast to the conventional 

aircraft, the BWB has a poor stability due to the absence of the 

tail. A possible solution is by using a horizontal control surface, 

the canard, to improve the stability of the BWB. For this 

purpose, a comprehensive investigation of the aerodynamic 

behavior of the BWB with canard is important. The 

experimental works were performed on a scale model and 

tested in a low speed wind tunnel. Angles of attack,  varied 

from -10 to 10 degree, as well as canard setting angles, . The 

investigations were carried out at Reynolds Number of 3 x 105. 

The results show that the canard contributes a small lift forces 

but with the increase of drag to the BWB. On the stability 

issue, the canard with higher aspect ratio has a significant 

effect towards the moment coefficient of the aircraft 

configuration where it improves the trim angle and moment at 

zero lift. All these results are encouraging enough for the 

canard to be considered as mechanism for controlling the 

longitudinal mode of the BWB aircraft. 

Keywords - Wind Tunnel, Blended Wing Body, Canard, 

Aerodynamics. 

I.  Introduction  
BWB has a unique configuration. With the absence of 

vertical tail (elevator), this type of aircraft, also known as a 
tailless aircraft, has a problem in longitudinal control 
(pitching moment) which gives challenges for a BWB 
aircraft in stability and control aspect. The Northrop Flying 
Wing (B-49) is the example of the tailless aircraft which is 
unstable and lack computer control necessary to make it 
flyable. Due to the lack of tail as a horizontal control 
surface, researchers [1-10] did substantial work to determine 
the best allocation of control surfaces through experiments 
and computational studies for BWB’s moment control.  
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The elevons, ailerons, twist inverse design, augmentation of 
aerodynamic controls with the propulsion system, belly flaps 
and canard was seen as an alternative to replace the elevator 
as horizontal stabilizer. Ideally, one can say that BWB is a 
modern future aircraft having good performance and being 
aerodynamically efficient. The Universiti Teknologi MARA 
(UiTM) BWB’s research and development has started since 
2005.  
Figure 1. 1 (a) to (d) shows the evolution of UiTM’s BWB 
aircraft. The BWB in Figure 1.1 (a) was the first design 
known as BWB-Baseline I. It has sharp edges, broad body, 
small wing area and elevator as a pitching moment control. 
Due to ineffective control of elevator, the BWB was then 
modified, while maintaining the wing span, body length and 
reference planform area to BWB-Baseline-II as shown in 
Figure 1.1 (b). The BWB-Baseline-II was a completely-
revised and redesigned version of BWB-Baseline- I [11]. Its 
feature has a simpler planform, broader-chord wing and 
slimmer body than previous. The small control canard is 
incorporated on Baseline-II since the center body elevator 
located at the aft of the body of BWB-Baseline I is 
ineffective as the pitching moment produced, causing 
change of trim impossible [12]. After that, the studies of 
BWB with canard were aggressively done through 
experimental and computer simulation [13-16]. The small 
size of canard was found as one of the reasons of the 
instability in BWB’s control. Modification on the BWB- 
Baseline II has been made to improve trim flight and 
controllability. The outer wing has been twisted down 7.0 
degree and dihedral angle increased up to 5.0 degree. This 
modified wing-body form was combined with the larger 
canard, known as Baseline II-E2 as shown in Figure 1.2 (c). 
In this form, its estimation maximum L/D is approximately 
19 and statically stable in longitudinal direction only for 
flight within low angles of attack. However, this L/D is 

greater than Baseline II version, which is 15 at  = 8.0 
degree. 

The BWB planform used in this study has been derived 
from a previous research by Nasir et al.[14]. This study, 
therefore, is considered a continuation of earlier efforts. 
However, the BWB being used for this study has a 
rectangular shape of canard and the aspect ratios having 
constant area were varied, as shown in Figure 1.1 (d). 

The objectives of this study are to obtain aerodynamic 
characteristics: lift, drag and moment coefficient of a 
UiTM’s BWB aircraft with canard and to determine the 
effective aspect ratio of canard for UiTM BWB at low 
subsonic speed, with Mach number 0.1. This extend to the 
role of the canard in providing the best lift to drag ratio and 
significant coefficient of moment with respect to the canard 

setting angles, at a range of low angles of attack,  between 
-10 to 10 degree. In this context, the aerodynamic 
performances were evaluated with wind tunnel experiments. 
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Figure 1. 1: UiTM BWB evolution 

 

II. Experimantal Method 

A. Instrumentation and Apparatus 
A half-body was used since the BWB is symmetrical in 

shape.The model was mounted on an arc-sector turntable, 
with pitch, yaw and roll capable of -10 to 40 degree, ± 90 
degree and ±15 degree, respectively. 

The wind tunnel equipped with six-component balance 
was used to measure the loads on the BWB configuration. 
The computer program using DARCS2D software 
monitored the temperature, airspeed, pitch and yaw of the 
aircraft model in the wind tunnel. The obtained data was 
measured on the balance strain gauge and was translated to 
forces and moment. The resulting forces and moments for 
each point at a given angle of attack are automatically 
recorded in the data files. 

The wind tunnel experiment model is one-sixth scale 
BWB equipped with canard. This scale was chosen for its 
ease of manufacturing and to fit the size constraint imposed 
by 0.5 m x 0.5 m x 1.25 m long test section. The shape of 
the canard is rectangular. Only half-body is used since the 
BWB is symmetrical in shape. The model was built with the 
help of the CAD package, CATIA and manufactured by a 
computer numerical control (CNC) milling machine. The 
models were made from aluminum. Figure 1.2 shows the 
isometric drawing of the wind tunnel model. Table 1 show 
the wind tunnel geometric characteristic of the half-body of 
BWB. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 2: Isometric drawing of BWB 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: BWB model geometric characteristics 

Description Symbol Value 

Reference Area Aw-b 0.03995 m2 

Mean Aerodynamic 
Chord  

MAC 0.114 m 

Body Length Lb 0.348 m 

Wing Span (half) ½ Sw 0.348 m 

Canard Area Ac 0.005 m
2 

Aspect Ratio ARc 2, 4, 6,8 

Based on the literature survey, the ranges of canard 
aspect ratio that have been studied are between 2 to 8, 
respectively. Therefore, four canards with different aspect 
ratio were used in the tests. 

B. Repeatability Test 
The repeatability of the external balance and wind tunnel 

operation would have a significant meaning, since the values 

to be compared was small. The repeatability and 

reproducibility check-up during model test were done 

several times. The model configuration used for 

repeatability test was a BWB without canard, respectively. 

Figures 1.3 present the lift coefficient repeatability. The test 

data shows that the two runs have almost identical lift curves 

pattern. The curve before BWB stall region presents around 

0.03 difference in maximum lift coefficient. Results display 

a good agreement at a single glance. To check repeatability 

more closely, data are compared at linear region using linear 

curve fitting. The average difference at linear regions is 

0.0017, and it can be negligible. Therefore, one can assume 

that the data of external balance and wind tunnel operating 

conditions provide a reliable level of repeatability during the 

model test. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. 3: Lift coefficient repeatability 

 

III. Experimental Results 
The experimental result obtained for BWB model is 

given in this chapter. The result will consist of lift, drag, lift-
to-drag and moment coefficient for various angles of attack, 

 and canard deflection angles. 

A. Lift Coefficient, CL 
Figures 2.1 to 2.3 represent the measured lift curve for 

each canard setting angles examined in the study. From the  
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figures, it is possible to observe that the lift is increased as 
the angles of attacks are increased. The slope of lift 
coefficient is affected by the canard aspect ratio that is 
small. 

Figure 6.1 (a) shows the lift coefficient with respect to 
angles of attack, α for BWB without and with canard  

(at  =0 degree). From observation, at α = -10 to -4 degree, 
the lift is increased as the canard aspect ratio is increased. 
However, the lift produced by the BWB with canard AR 2 is 
lower compared to without canard. The lift is continuously 
increased as α increase. It can be seen that starts from α = 0 
to 8 degree, the BWB with canard AR 6 has the highest lift. 
At α =10 degree, it can be seen that BWB without canard 
has the lowest lift compared to BWB with canard. The 
maximum lift coefficient, CL,max for BWB without canard is 
0.57, and with canard, the lift is increases to 0.61 (AR= 2), 

0.70 (AR= 4),0.68 (AR= 6) and 0.72 (AR= 8), all are at  
=10 degree, respectively. The BWB without canard has a 
slope of 0.06 per degree and with canard; the lift slope, CLα 
is around 0.064 to 0.068 per degree, depending on canard 
aspect ratios. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 2. 1: Lift curves of BWB with different canard aspect ratio at 

different setting angles, = 0 degree, 

 
The BWB with canard AR 6 has the highest lift when the 

canard is deflected to 5 degree, as seen in Figure 2.2. At 
negative angles of attack (α = -10 to -2 degree), the lift is 
lowered for BWB with canard (except BWB with canard 
AR 6) compared to without canard. As α increased, the lift 
increased and it can be seen, by adding canard, BWB has a 
greater lift compared to without canard. At α =10 degree, the 
CL is 0.63 (AR=2), 0.70 (AR=4), 0.75 (AR=6) and 0.72 
(AR=8), which is not much of a difference from the case 
where the canard is not deflected. The lift slope CLα is in 
between 0.059 to 0.067 per degree, depending on canard 
aspect ratios. 

Figure 2.3 shows the lift coefficient curves when the 
canard is deflected to 10 degree. The graph shows the BWB 
with canard AR 2 has a lower lift compared to without 
canard, when the aircraft is pitching from -10 to 6 degree. 
However, as α increased, it can be seen that the lift is 
increased. By adding canard, the lift is greater where the 
BWB with AR 6 configuration has the highest lift. The 
maximum lift is achieved when α =10 degree and the CL is 
0.65 (AR=2), 0.70 (AR=4), 0.74 (AR=6) and 0.72 (AR=8). 
The lift slope CLα is at the range of 0.053 to 0.059 per degree 

where it is lower compared to where the canard is at  = 0 
and 5 degree. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 2: Lift curves of BWB with different canard aspect ratio at 

different setting angles, = 5 degree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. 3: Lift curves of BWB with different canard aspect ratio at 

different setting angles, = 10 degree 

B. Drag Coefficient, CD 
Figures 2.4 to 2.6 show a drag coefficient versus angles 

of attack, for various canard aspect ratios. The curves are in 
parabolic trend, whereby increasing the angles of attack will 
cause a higher drag. From close observation, it shows that 
the drag coefficient of the BWB with canard was higher than 
without canard. 

Figure 2.4 shows drag coefficient curves when the 

canard is not deflected ( = 0 degree). From observation, the 
drag is higher when the canard is employed to the BWB 
body, depending on the canard aspect ratio. However at, α = 
-2 to 8 degree, the BWB with canard AR 4 has a lower drag 
compare to without canard. The drag coefficient at zero 
angle of attack, CD0 was around 0.03 for BWB with and 
without canard. The drag is rapidly increased as α of the 
BWB is increased from 4 to 10 degree. The drag coefficient 
range for BWB with canard AR 2 was within 0.02 to 0.12.  

As the canard is deflected to 5 degree, it can be seen that 
the BWB with canard AR 6 has the highest drag coefficient 
when α is increased, shown in Figure 2.5. It also can be seen 
by adding canard the drag which is higher than without 
canard. The CD0 is higher, which is around 0.045 compared 
to the canard when it is not deflected. Similarly to the 
previous, the drag was rapidly increased as started from  
α = 4 degree and it varies from 0.016 to 0.141. 

Figure 2.6 shows the BWB with canards at  =10 degree. 
At negative angles of attack (α = -10 to -4 degree), the drag 
coefficient is decreased with the increasing of α. At this 
range of angles, it can be seen that BWB with canard AR 2 
has the highest lift. However, as α is continuously increased, 
the drag coefficient of BWB with AR 6 is getting higher. 
The drag at α = 0 degree is around 0.02 to 0.04, depending 
on the canard aspect ratio. The range of drag coefficient of 
BWB when canard is at angle 10 degree is approximately 
0.04 to 0.130.  
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Figure 2. 4: Drag curves of BWB with different canard aspect ratio at 

different setting angles, = 0 degree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. 5: Drag curves of BWB with different canard aspect ratio at 

different setting angles, = 5 degree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. 6: Drag curves of BWB with different canard aspect ratio at 

different setting angles, = 10 degree  

C. Moment Coefficient, CM 
Plots in Figures 2.7 to 2.9 show the effect of canard 

aspect ratio to moment coefficient, CM with respect to angles 
of attack, α. For these results, the pitching moment versus 
angles of attack was measured at 19.8% MAC. In general, 
the overall trend is similar to CL – α curve except the later 
has a negative slope. As the angle of attack increased, it can 
be seen that the moment is decreased.  

In Figure 2.7, it shows the moment with respect to angles 

of attack at  = 0 degree. It can be observed that the change 
of moment with respect to angles of attack, CM,α (dCM/dα) 
was negative and achieved within α = -10 to 4 degree. The 
CM,α of BWB without canard was -0.026 per degree and 
decreased as the canard existed. The plots show that the CM,α 
of BWB with AR 2 to 8 was around -0.017 to 0.001 per 

degree. The moment at zero angle of attack, CM,α=0 for BWB 
without canard is around -0.132. Existence of canard 

increased the CM,α=0 to  -0.1 for canard AR 2, 4 and 8 and -
0.03 for canard AR 6.  

The CM,α of a BWB with canard was around -0.017 to -
0.008 per degree as the canard was deflected to 5 degree, as 
shown in Figure 2.8. It has been clearly seen that, existence 

of canard increased the CM,α=0, where the BWB with canard 

AR 8 has a positive CM,α=0 of 0.01. The angle of attack 
where pitch moment is zero, is known as trim angle of attack 

αtrim. The αtrim BWB with canard AR 8 was around 1. Also, 

there has been a small increment of CM,α=0 for BWB with 
canard AR 4 compared to canard when it was not deflected. 

However, the CM,α=0 of BWB with canard AR 6 has reduced 
to -0.08 and this has been similar to canard AR 2. 

As the canard was deflected 10 degree Figure 2.8, it was 
observed that the pitching moment slope, CM,α was around -
0.014 to -0.03 per degree. The BWB with canard has a 

positive CM,α=0 compared to without canard. The range of 

CM,α=0 was around 0.02 to 0.04 and trim angles of attack 
attainable was 0 to 2 degree, depending on canard aspect 
ratio.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 7: Moment curves of BWB with different canard aspect ratio at 

different setting angles, = 0 degree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. 8: Moment curves of BWB with different canard aspect ratio at 

different setting angles, = 5degree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. 9: Moment curves of BWB with different canard aspect ratio at 

different setting angles, = 5degree 
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IV. Conclusion 
A new control surface consisting of a canard located at 

the front of the major wing of the BWB was studied. It 
involves the determination of aerodynamics characteristic 
(CL, CD, L/D and CM) of BWB incorporated with the canard. 
Apart from this, it leads to the selection of canard which has 
a fixed area, but different aspect ratio that provides the 
aircraft with the maximum lift with less drag and better 
pitching moment.  

Adding the canard surface has a small effect on the lift 
curves slope at low angles of attack, but increased at higher 
angles of attack. The increase of lift was proportional to 
higher canard aspect ratio. This is contrary to what have 
been seen from the flow visualization where most of the 
canards were already stall at higher angles of attack. These 
results, however, do not come as a surprise; since for both 
low and high canard aspect ratios at positive or negative 
canard setting angles, the canard surface stalled at angles of 
attack lower than that for wing-body stall. The studies show 
that the main contributor of the lift of the BWB comes from 
the body and wing itself. Considering its small size, the 
canard’s contribution of lift enhancement to the BWB is not 
significant.  

The canard causes a significant change in moment 
coefficient of the BWB. Its setting angles are deflected 
positive to maintain trim angle and positive moment at zero 
lift. The result shows that the BWB with canard fulfill the 
static stability criteria. However, as the canard setting is 
decreased to negative, the result is unacceptable.  
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